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I've heard poems 

Never written 

Argue with themselves 

As syllables listened 

In sounds of isolation 

Full of Spectrum 

Calling to Zafofsky 

And Berrigan last 

List the lag of stolen approximated 

Loads as sad 

I as had-been words 

Unnatural in their said. 

Sad as the tool they be 

Words cant trump the langue of body 

Words=tool only and that god = let it ever be 

As some Poor eperlliptic Poe choking on himself 

The avant-grade is a tooled thing 

Thing of planted boiouse the 

Official poetry of theses you and me  

As is poet lorretic 

Missing in action on the streets 

The state of things to be is 

And what of Creeley and Levertov 

When Olson is slab 

On the rancid posture 

They be down dead as gone 

And was it Melville 

Or was it Metcalfe 

Who mobyed the dick 

In the hot house of ship's bowls 

Where the shit of slaves held its stiche still 

Still of poetic collaboration 

Institutional methodology 

Of form is  it not authority 

Only volumes of learned knowledge 

Retained and held over through 



Dead years of dead 

Composures handed down to haunt your hunt 

By the old to normal to be odd 

Half human as half dead 

As pleasures of 

Tremulous ironies 

Suggested as truth 

Of sacrifices and editor's will 

To pay the bills 

And sonnet their way 

As sonneteers 

When objectification 

Is beauty and Shaky-baby 

Is spearing the musical 

Destination of “A'-24. 

Seven is 7 and four (4) 

Is still available 

Housed in Texas where 

Secession holds court in capital 

Go you young poets 

Still untouched and juxtapose 

Creeley into Olson into Kamau   

Go literary context 

Of active amateur, 

Free yourself from 

Scholarly captured 

The dead is packed 

With dead words, 

The pound position 

Is jewing the Mic 

And intercourse 

Dominates linguistic 

Methodology 

And life is projective 

From the old Seth Thomas 

And aesthetic artisan 

Is anal in deep 

And Ginsy is dead 

And correspondence 

Is a deadish word done down 



As controlled and kindness that kills 

Knowledge as attired will 

Engage yourself 

In the literary mart, 

Immerse yourself 

Beyond the missionary position. 

So common in modern American poetry 

Canonicalize counterpart 

Black the mountain, 

Exclusion from print 

Clearly marks the poets 

Inextricable the old ones still 

Dig being dug 

And oracularity 

Travels still in the throat 

And poems of cultures 

Stinks to high heaven 

Sunken below 

By men of the cloth 

Like established positions 

Drunk on being paid. 

Who now is our professor 

Of Posture but the state that be 

Who now our epistemology 

Narcissistic acknowledgment, 

Who now among you poets 

Willingly conflict 

Out T V culture 

And offers resistance 

To halls of institutions 

You who crop diversity 

At the knees, you knock-kneed 

Of full controlling needs 

You poets as literary sceneries 

As collaborated forms 

Go juxtapose organic 

Into your poems. 

Maximus fathered 

No Pound of structures, 

No urgent tongues dates our ways 



In these days when objectify 

Entrepreneurs have no alliance 

Of free exchanges 

Between the races that not be 

But taught as belief 

Whites write as whites 

And all is diffused into that whiteness 

Particularly as 

Some melting pot 

When the final stanza 

Need sum up the stew 

Melting means disappear still you not be 

While being still 

Exclusively there is little else to do 

For poets schooled in schools 

Have much too much etiquette 

To much god damned 

Insistence on being paid 

To teach the dead ways 

Of making poetry a slave 

To per-established disciplines 

Reducing poems to 

Irrelevances like 

Poet laureates who 

Never takes to the streets 

Even when senseless 

Murder stalls 

Theater houses, 

Laureates are silent 

Disconnected from 

Their job to come 

To us and give us comfort. 

The avant-grade  

Must be some foreign thing 

You say the young 

As youth rightly 

And writable by their be 

Are dismissed as to contemporary 

To know what they do 

Outsiders need commit 



Suicide of thought 

And personal will 

To be schooled to fit 

In to succeed successfully 

In the dead forms called poems 

For critics jab 

their last words and jam the poem 

And familiar formality 

Holds the sway 

And “A' is still never read 

And Poe said 

There is no true long poem 

And Kent had a son 
Who we knew the 
Not of the ring 
Who it be nursed, raised 
What he came to be saved 
How joyously such poetic comes 
To find the fathers 
Younger than the son 

And Celia threw 

The difficult into 

The transmittable river 

Drastically the present 

Always end and 

Began and I 

Will have my laurel 

Cut from the 

Cunt-lipped weed 

For I be but 

A nonspecific object 

of irrelevant manner 

For my use of the 

Common man's passions. 

His words of everyday 

That trample the acceptable word 

Shit as interplay in his common day. 

I am unspecified 

Status waiting still. 

I recognize no 

Professional etiquette 



I have made my pilgrimages 

To Langston's and Kerouac's grave. 

I lingered but 

Did not stay 

Not even long with 

Their left behind poems 

For I accept 

My own acceptations 

Of musing on 2012 

Nothing later then 53. 

I am no repetition 

But a trajectory 

An obscurity that 

Did not take to 

Slam nor spoken words 

A mask of my time 

As defined by I 

An old fetlock, 

An old forgotten dye 

A trace leaving spy 

Spying on my time 

Language is never ethereal 

Language can not stop 

From telling it's lies, 

Word's attributes is to be busy 

To keep us all confused 

About what others mean 

And the meaning of their use 

Young poets 

String your words 

With second-handed lyricism 

Part art and part over heard tongues 

The true definition of poetic 

Is the living of its sorrows 

Then write it out for your fun. 

 

– Uncle David 

 


